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Greenhouse Sensation

Root Veg Planter – Perfect for Buried Treasure
No gluts, rotting or variety boredom
New for the Edible Garden Show
A great new British-designed and made planter launched at the Edible Garden Show promises
bumper harvests of buried treasure. The new Root Veg Planter has space for 4 varieties, a clever
design that prevents water-logging and tuber rot and even holiday-proofs your spuds.
Many gardeners will have pulled up at least one or two dreaded foul-smelling rotten potatoes. The
Root Veg Planter prevents the water-logging which causes most tuber rot. The planter’s Feeder Mats
pull water up from the SmartReservoir to the plants when they need it, keeping them perfectly fed
and watered without ever water-logging the soil , so there’s no risk of rotten soggy spuds and you
raise bigger harvests of better tasting spuds.
The Root Veg Planter’s SmartReservoir holds 30 Litres, plenty to keep plants perfectly fed and
watered for up to two weeks at a time, so there’s no need for holiday-watering rotas.
The Root Veg Planter’s 4 pot design also prevents the gluts familiar to anyone using other potato
planters. Simply plant and harvest the varieties you want, when you want – instead of having to
harvest 60 potatoes at a time! This way all of your home-grown spuds can be enjoyed fresh.
The seed for the idea of the Root Veg Planter was sown when the Greenhouse Sensation team were
harvesting potatoes at their office allotments and came across a few rotten ones. They decided to
speak to foodies and gardeners to identify everything that was frustrating about growing potatoes
and then they set out to develop a perfect potato planter.
Each pot holds 18 Litres of compost.
Made from very durable recycled plastic, use year after year.
Root Veg Planter - 4 varieties in a 60 x 60 cm space
Harvest 36 - 72 potatoes!
- ENDS -

be (W) 60cm x (L) 60cm x (H) 43cm About the Root Veg Planter
Planter with 4x 18 Litre self-watering pots .
Price: £42.90 or £64.90 for 2
Size: L60cm x W60cm x H43cm
SmartReservoir: 20litres
Includes 5 litres of concentrated plan nutrients
Jargon-free instructions and guide to getting a bumper harvest of potatoes
About Greenhouse Sensation
Greenhouse Sensation is a retailer and manufacturer of ‘brilliant gardening products’. The company
designed the award-winning Vitopod Propagator, Grow planters and Click & Drip irrigation kits, all of
which are made by Greenhouse Sensation’s own team in England.
For 2012 Greenhouse Sensation has carefully selected products designed by other companies to be
featured in its catalogue and on its website, making the website and brochure an essential
destination for gardeners.
All products available on the Greenhouse Sensation website are extensively trialled in the company’s
greenhouses and polytunnels in Lancashire, where we also grow bananas. Greenhouse Sensation
products are made in England from recycled material.
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